Abstract-Advancements in big data analysis offer costeffective opportunities to improve decision-making in numerous areas such as health care, economic productivity, crime, and resource management. Nowadays, data holders are tending to sharing their data for better outcomes from their aggregated data. However, the current tools and technologies developed to manage big data are often not designed to incorporate adequate security or privacy measures during data sharing. In this paper, we consider a scenario where multiple data holders intend to find predictive models from their joint data without revealing their own data to each other. Data locality property is used as an alternative to multi-party computation (SMC) techniques. Specifically, we distribute the centralized learning task to each data holder as local learning tasks in a way that local learning is only related to local data. Along with that, we propose an efficient and secure protocol to reassemble local results to get the final result. Correctness of our scheme is proved theoretically and numerically. Security analysis is conducted from the aspect of information theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
The amount of data in the world is exploding, but with advancements in big data technology, we know how to perform cost-effective analysis on these data to improve decisionmaking in numerous areas such as health care, economic productivity, crime, and resource management. However, existing tools and technologies developed to manage big data are often not designed to incorporate adequate security or privacy measures during data sharing. Currently, data holders are tending to sharing their data in order to get better outcomes from the aggregated data. It could be several banks wishing to conduct credit risk analysis based on their transaction records, or medical institutions trying to discover certain correlations between symptoms and diagnoses from patients' records, or Ecommerce websites trying to build a recommendation engine based on their users' profiles. Usually, collaborative learning is conducted in one of the following fashions: horizontally, when each site holds some observations and they want to train a model with their joint observations; or vertically, when each site holds some feature attributes and they want to train a This work was partially supported by the US National Science Foundation under grant CNS-1423165. model spanning over their joint feature space. In either case, security is always an important concern because the shared data could be sensitive when referring to users' privacy and trade secrets.
Over the last decades, numerous collaborative data mining methods have been proposed to deal with privacy issues. For example, in [14] , Yuan and Yu use homomorphic encryption evaluate activation function during back-propagation training; in [15] , Justin and Stan propose to use secure dot product protocol to achieve secure support vector machine learning; in [9] , Lindell and Pinkas propose a secure protocol to compute the result of (v 1 + v 2 ) log(v 1 + v 2 ) without revealing any unnecessary information; in [8] Kantarcioglu and Clifton use commutative encryption and secure sum protocols to find the association rules over the horizontally partitioned data and in [11] , Vaidya and Clifton apply secure dot protocols to find association rules over the vertically partitioned data.
However, the existing algorithms are based on a centralized model for small scale data. When facing with big data, existing schemes may not work because 1. they are not cost-effective; 2. they cannot fit to the existing big data processing framework such as hadoop. In this paper, we propose a scheme for data holders to do collaborative machine learning over their joint data with the guarantee that during this process, only the final results are revealed but nothing else. Our scheme is inspired by the data locality property: to move computation as close to the data source as possible in avoidance of data transmission. Specifically, we distribute the centralized learning task to each data holder as local learning tasks such that local learning is only related to local data. In other words, instead of sharing the raw data, we only allow data holders to share their local training results. Along with that, we propose an efficient and secure protocol to reassemble local results to get the final result. Similar idea has been applied to SVM learning in [13] . Compared with that paper, the proposed scheme is compatible with large numbers of machine learning algorithms and only a minor modification is needed to adapt to the existing implementations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present our problem settings. In Section III we present our system models for the horizontally partitioned case and the vertically partitioned case, respectively. In Section IV, security analysis is conducted. In Section V, the performance of our scheme is tested against two popular data sets and finally, in Section VI, we conclude this paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this work, we assume that there are M learners trying to train a predictive model h θ : R p+1 → {0, 1} with parameter θ over their joint training data by performing empirical risk minimization [12] as:
In (1), N is the number of joint training records, y i is the output of training record x i . I{h θ (x i ) = y i } is equals to 1 if h θ (x i ) = y i and 0 otherwise. The above problem is known as N P hard and heuristic solutions could be obtained by substituting the risk with a convex cost function J. For example, if linear regression is used,
2 , where o i denotes neural network output of x m and h θ denotes the weight parameters for all the layers [3] . It could be shown that optimizing over the functional h θ is equivalent to optimizing over its parameter θ. In the rest of this paper, we use θ and the predictive model interchangeably to denote the machine learning result. Hence the goal for M learners is to agree with θ, which is able to minimize the centralized cost function over their joint data.
However, the training data X of size N × P (N records, each records are with P features) and Y of size N × 1 are distributed among the M learners as their private data. Generally speaking, data is usually distributed among multiple learners in two fashions. In a horizontally partitioned scenario, the joint data X and Y are partitioned by rows, each learner has N m number of records, but their records are of the same length (same number of features). Namely, the private training data X m is of size N m × P denotes that learner m has N m training records and the corresponding labels Y m of size N m ×1. In a vertically partitioned scenario, X is partitioned by columns, each leaner has the same number of records, but the records are with different features. Specifically, X m is of size N × P m meaning that learner m is holding P m features of the joint data. In this case, Y of size N × 1 should agree with the M learners. In either case, our goal is to find a collaborative training scheme with the following two properties:
I Training result of the collaborative training scheme should be identical to the centralized training result obtained by (1) . II During the collaborative training process, only the final training result is revealed but nothing else.
Intuitively, learners need to exchange some information such that the joint learning result has considered all the N training records with P features. The first property assert that our scheme guaranteed that sufficient information is exchanged as if the learners are directly sharing their private data. While the second property asserts that the private training sets are secure during information exchange. In this paper, we assume that the M learners are semi-honest: they will follow the collaborative training scheme, but they are also curious about others' private training data. They will collect exchanged information and try to trace back others' private training data.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we introduce the proposed collaborative learning scheme under horizontally and vertically partitioned scenario, respectively. The idea is inspired by data locality property of Hadoop MapReduce framework. Firstly, each learner only trains the model with its own private data to get the local training result. These results are very likely to be local optimal and may different from each other. After local training results are obtained, the M learners will average their local results to find a global knowledge. In the next iteration, this global result is feeded back to each learner to guide its next local training. As iterations goes on, it could be shown that the local training results are converging to a same value, which is identical to the centralized learning result over the joint data. Notice that during this collaborative training process, only the global training results are revealed, the goal of our security analysis section is to show that an semi-honest adversary cannot trace back others' private data from these revealed information.
A. Horizontally Partitioned
For a horizontally partitioned case, each of the distributed learners will establish a full-featured predictive model, because each share of the training data is full-featured. Hence, there will be M copies of the model as θ i , generated by M learners, respectively. {θ i } are of the same length and should converge to the same value. Consider the following local training problems: min
If the constraint of θ i = z is ignored, then θ i is the optimal model to fit X i . If the equivalent constraint is strictly enforced, all {θ i } will be equals to z and hence equals to each other. In other words, while optimizing the local cost function J i , {θ k |k = m} are considered and thus {X k |k = m} are indirectly considered. θ i is then the global optimal solution over the joint training data. In the rest of this subsection, we first show how to solve problem (2) and then prove that our solution is identical to the centralized optimal solution over the joint data. Generally speaking, θ i = z is hard to be enforced, because z itself is also a variable. Instead of trying to solve the local problems with θ i = z enforced, we use a regularization term of ρ 2 θ i −z 2 to get rid of this constraint and form an augmented Lagrange function in the following form:
It is named "augmented Lagrange function" because (3) could be viewed as the Lagrange of (2) added by a 2 norm of θ i −z. An alternating method could be used to find θ i and z iteratively [5] . The idea is to optimize θ i while keeping z fixed and then use the latest θ i to find z, and so forth. Notice that θ i and {θ k |k = m} are independent, hence we could optimize over them in parallel. r i is the accumulated residue of θ i − z. The iterative update are listed as follow:
Notice that if we use gradient descent algorithm to calculate θ t+1 i in (4), it could be written as:
where, ∇ 2 = ρ(θ i − z t + r t i ) denotes the gradient for {θ i } to achieve consensus. A nice property of our design is also illustrated in (7), with which we only need to do a minor modification to the existing implementation of various models. For example, in [7] , a coordinate descent method is used to compute L1-SVM and L2-SVM and a trust region Newton method is used for large scale logistic regression. Our implementation could be easily fitted into the existing ones by plugging the gradient calculated in (7) . Take neural network as another example, ∇J i could be calculated by the classic back propagation algorithm and ∇ 2 could be added to achieve consensus.
As a summary, the proposed scheme is able to achieve consensus by considering each learner's private training data since, during gradient descent update, ∇J i makes θ i to fit the local model better and ∇ 2 makes θ i converge to the global knowledge z. We use the following three theorems to prove the correctness. 
(cost over the joint data equals to summation of cost over each piece). The local optimum θ i provides that
The above equality holds because
B. Vertically Partitioned
In this subsection, we will talk about the case where the training data is vertically distributed among M learners. Notice that in this case, each learner has a matrix X i of size N × P i denotes that learner m has N records with P i features. For this case, each learner only holds one part of the model θ as θ i and they need to put their models together to find the final global model. Denote the centralized cost function J as a summation of two parts as J = 
The dual function of (9) 
..×R N → R could be written as equation (10) [6] .
(10) Notice that f i and g denote the convex conjugate for f i and g, respectively. For simplicity, z is used to substitute
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the simulation results of our scheme against two popular data sets: a Higgs bosons presence data set [2] with 28 feature attributes and 11,000,000 data instances (which we only use 11,000 of them) and a OCR data set [1] with 64 feature attributes and 5620 data instances. For each data set, we assume that 50% of the data is distributed among 4 learners as the training data and we use the rest 50% for testing. Among these two training sets, OCR set is very easy to be classified, a centralized LR model is achieving 99.7% classification ratio. Higgs set is very noise and a centralized LR only achieves 64% classification ratio.
Among the 4 learners, learner 1's data is extremely unbalanced, which means it only has training samples of one class and absence of training samples of the other class. For each iteration, we test the local training result of learner 1 against the training set to study how knowledge is propagated to learner 1 as iterations goes on.
Two popular machine learning schemes are implemented under our framework, i.e. logistic regression (LR) and neural networks (NN). For these two schemes, LR is the one that fits our scheme better, because all our proofs in the previous section are based on an assumption that the cost function J(θ) is differentiable and convex. However, our simulation shows that even for a neural network with a non-convex cost function, our scheme could still generate a reasonably good model, even this model is different to the one provided by centralized training. Fig. 1 plots the simulation results with logistic regression, in which curves marked with stars plot the classification ratios with the two data sets. We can see that for learner 1 with unbalanced training set, classification ratios are improving greatly as iterations goes on. Curves marked with triangles plot convergence of local training results. It shows that for LR, only tens of iterations are required to achieve consensus. Fig.  2 plots results with neural networks. It should be interesting to see that even the training set of learner 1 is unbalanced, classification ratio is as high as 99% at the very beginning. It may due to the very nature of neural networks: instead of learning difference between class 1 and class 2, it learns the structure of class 1 and hence know how to differentiate class 1 and class 2. knowledge propagation could be observed from curve of "higgs classification", which shows the slowly improvement of classification ratio. Compared with these two figures, we can see that knowledge is propagated much faster for LR (tens of iterations to converge) than NN (hundreds of iterations to converge). The reason is that cost function of LR is convex and the learners are working together to find this unique global optimum, however, the cost function of NN is non-convex such that the learners may not have a common target to converge.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we considered the scenario where multiple data holders were intended to find predictive models from their joint data without revealing their data to each other. We proposed a scheme in which data locality property was used as an alternative to multi-party computation (SMC) techniques. Specifically, the centralized learning task was distributed to each data holder as local learning tasks in a way that local learning was only related to local data. Along with that, an efficient and secure protocol was proposed to reassemble local results to get the final result. Correctness of our scheme has been proved theoretically and numerically. Security analysis has been conducted from the aspect of information theory to show that our scheme is secure.
